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Within the educational sector, there are ranges of curriculum types that can be implemented within the 

classroom. These curriculum approaches differ in descriptions, structure, objectives and outcomes. 

Throughout, investigation of the two models selected, these being Discipline Based Art Education and 

Choice Based Art Education will show strengths and weaknesses and opposing views within both and 

importantly the sustainable outcomes that it students benefit as an individual student.  

 

Identification and description of two different curriculum approaches with Rationale, Aim and 

Outcomes of the Models 

Discipline Based Art Education (DBAE) and Choice Based Art Education (CBAE), also known as 

Teaching for Artistic Behaviours (TAB) are two approaches to art education.  The Discipline Based Art 

Education is model that was developed in the USA with funding from the Getty Education Institute for 

the Arts. (Collins & Brien, 2011, pg.142) Within Learning in and through Art: a Guide to Discipline-

Based Art Education, it states the goal of this curriculum approach is to ‘help fulfill aspiration 

providing flexible and attainable framework in which student can create, understand and appreciate the 

visual arts.’ (Dobbs, 1998, pg. xi) Unlike within the Choice - based learning approach, where it is 

designed for the fostering of imagination (Incredibleart.org, 2014) and treating students, as they are 

already well established artists. The goal being of this open-ended environment is to get the learners to 

ember themselves within in opulent experiences incorporating the use of assorted tools, resources and 

activities, which will build on thinking and extend knowledge. (Hannafin, Hill & Land, 1997) The 

teacher's aim within Choice Based Learning is to form a community of artists, where the discourse and 

observations of each other's work can enlighten students and teacher alike. (Johnson &Johnson, 1990) 

This community can hold many aspects of the communities of practicing adult artists (Guggenheim, 

1998) as a result of the model.  

 
 
Analyse the conceptual structure and underpinning theories of the selected curriculum model 

DBAE: In the 1987 issue of Journal of Aesthetic Education, Gilbert Clark, Michael Day, and Dwaine 

Greer probe the theory of Discipline Based Art Education. Conferring to Clark, Day, and Greer (1987) 

‘discipline-based art education attracts content from four foundational disciplines; art production, art 

history, art criticism, and aesthetics.’ (p. 47) The strength within the Discipline Based Art Education 

reflects a constant seeking in determining how well goals in their education program are being met. 

Recognizing this, the Getty Centre asked its regional institutions to develop components for student 

assessment and program evaluation. (Education in Art, 1989)  According to Brett Wilson, a researcher 

who took surveys were taken of art students in Virginia within a Discipline Based Art Education 

program found ‘three to four times more successful than the average student at identifying major 

artworks and styles greater insight and sophistication.’ (Beyond Creating 1985, pg. 119) The findings 

of these studies show that the theory of Discipline Based Art Education has an effectiveness and 

emphasis on the wide range of learning results that can be reached through the implementation of this 

curriculum approach. DBAE strongly supports a general consensus and educational objectives of the 

school such as cognitive development. (Dobbs, 1998) 
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CBAE: The dynamic conceptual structure of curriculum model CBAE, entices an unrestricted 

environment can where students can work at their own pace, embrace their strengths allowing thought, 

learning and engaging co-operatively and interactively with their peers, cultivating a consistently 

within developing their own learning style, and taking responsibility for their learning and materials 

within the classroom. (Douglas, 2007) The advantage of this approach as apposed to the DBAE method 

is this teaching cultivates between peer-to-peer and they ‘become receptive learners.’ (Gaitskell, 1958, 

pg.60) Though, because of this non-conformed approach, the weakness arises of it not suiting all 

students, where as within DBAE is a model that can serve not only the arts, but across curriculum areas 

such as social studies and sciences. (Dobbs, 1998) 

 
Within CBAE there are essential features that form this model.  Firstly is the identification of the 

student as the artist. ‘Choice−based art education offers students real control.’ (Cotter, 2002) Douglas 

and Jaquith (2009) reiterate this powerful statement, “insuring that students will have control over their 

subject matter, materials, and approach” (p. 9) Within Choice Based Art Education and how the many 

teaching styles are employed within the classroom, teachers have an increased outcome of the 

likelihood of meeting the needs of every student, within a diverse student population with an outcome 

of students becoming more confident, and built self-esteem.   

Pedagogy features within the conceptual structure also.  Douglas and Jaquith (2009) acknowledge that 

the choice-based professional instruction comes various forms. Directly and indirectly, collaborative 

demonstrations and discussions, small groups with students who choose a particular exploration, and 

constructive one-to-one interactions. The classroom context is also an evident and strong factor within 

CBAE with Douglas and Jacuith (2009) expressing that the ‘ideal learning environment for a student 

driven within art making requires an efficient time management structure, arrangement of classroom 

space, and thought of material use. As a result of effective classroom management skills, teachers are 

able to respond the students requirements and within a timely manner and enables ample time for 

development’ (Douglas & Jacuith, 2009, p. 13)  

The final section of the CBAE conceptual structure is the assessment. Conferring to the website, 

teachingforartisticbehaviour.org, assessment is ‘ongoing and this utilises and results in support student 

and teacher growth.’ (http://teachingforartisticbehavior.org/tab-practice/assessment, 2014) Students are 

encouraged to self-asses as their work progresses. Exhibitions also a form of assessment, as students 

will be gaining feedback and acquiring satisfaction from others and are able self-asses, reflect and 

evaluate themselves.  

 

These notions and characteristics entwined within the practices of Choice Based Educational Learning 

program are substantial, as they all presenting strong and comprehensive, encouraging aspects coming 

from each with student control, cooperative learning, effective time management and growth within 

both the student teacher resulting in a program and student efficiency.  
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3. Presentation of examples of teaching and learning activities, knowledge and skill development, 

providing links to the curriculum structure and outcomes.  

Within a Choice Based Art Education, it provisions numerous modes of learning and teaching. Within 

the document Teaching for Artistic Behavior: Choice−Based Art, 2014, it states ‘whether it be 

students, teachers or resources, they are all acting in multiple ways for teaching and learning.’ A 

classroom example of a typical Choice Based approach day would be a begin with students being 

welcomed into the classroom, then being followed with a brief demonstration passing on expert 

knowledge within the learning environment that is constructed conductively to artistic behaviour. From 

this, students may be motivated to try a new focus with new skills or continue to work independently.  

 

While controversially within the Discipline Based Art Education model, it is more ‘a comprehensive 

approach to art instruction.’ (Young and Adams, 1991) The learning and teaching activities within the 

DBAE may include helping to locate or preparation of materials, monitoring program consistency and 

offering assistance. (Beyond Creating, 1985) Within a Discipline Based Art Education, it presents an 

arts curriculum inclusive of the following components; these begin ‘art production, art history, art 

criticism and aesthetics’ (Incredibleart.org, 2014) Art Production encourages student’s use of 

imagination that is similarly seen likewise within CBAE. Art History explores established artists 

themselves, and how art movements and styles influence those individuals. Art Criticism responds to 

‘critical judgment of a work.’ (incredibleart.org, 2014) Lastly the model explores aesthetics, where it 

seeks a reaction and ‘critical thinking skills are also used within aesthetics.’ (incredibleart.org, 2014)   

 

Contrasting within CBAE, Discipline Based Art Education seeks efficiently to encourage and builds on 

the literacy skills reflecting cross-curriculum within the art criticism discipline as it compels students to 

‘observe, describe, analyze, interpret and evaluate art within a written form’ (Young and Adams, 1991, 

pg. 99) with the discipline drawing to exploration and responding. Within these discipline areas it 

encourages children to make analytical responses within the classroom in relation to their working 

processes.  DBAE is displays the qualities to be more regulated than CBAE with assessment of the 

produced folio and following a rubric for a conclusive result. Throughout the creation of the folio, 

‘both student and teacher should collaborate by setting objectives and criteria.’ (Incredibleart.org, 

2014) Throughout the making and creating of the students portfolio, they are ought to reflect on each 

phase of their works and criticizes though annotations. As the teacher, we should construct a rubric 

prior to making assessed verdicts. As stated within (Incredibleart.org, 2014), ‘students should be aware 

of these rubrics that the beginning of the project’ which results promoting fairness amongst all. The 

curriculum structure of DBAE is distinctive than CBAE, in the sense that there is a rubric that needs to 

be followed. The qualities of the teaching and learning activities within DBAE seek to approach 

matters like a planned series of lessons, student engagement in discussion, analysing inspiring artists 

and exploring aesthetic qualities.  
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4. Investigate assessment of teaching and learning outcomes of the curriculum model  

In a Choice Based classroom, it utilises multiple forms of assessment to support student and teacher 

growth.  Students are continually apprised of assessment purposes with persistent gains within 

feedback. Reproes of the subject believe in themselves as a student with increased self-esteem and self-

efficacy.  The curriculum is investigated in depth within the context of topics chosen by students’ 

artists.  Learning by watching and engaging other people with social constructivism and drawing 

inspiration from other students becoming each other’s desirable role models.  

Rubrics are created between both the student and teacher, with both working collaboratively at the end 

of the year for an outcome of the assessment. (incredibleart.org, 2014) the concept of self-taught is 

integrated, with written journals, presentation and critiquement from both other students and teachers.   

 

The overall development and implementation an effective DBAE program is very time an energy 

consuming. (Silverman, 1989) Discipline Based Art Education requires that subject matter of related 

and related area of skill and knowledge be carefully specified. When planning a DBAE lesson, as a 

teacher you must plan to what will actually motivate the students to take these art classes (Silverman, 

1989) contrasting the Choice Based art model where topics are freely chosen, increasing motivation 

from the beginning.  Within Discipline Based Art Education, an outcome paradigm would be based on 

a folio, displaying a step-by-step process. Teachers would create clear learning outcomes, so that 

students know exactly what is expected of them and this would be presented at the beginning of the 

task.  

Generally, assessment standards with CBAE are ongoing and created solely by the students resulting in 

student behaviours being positive and motivating. While students gain pleasing experiences from 

operating in a studio-orientated environment, the downfall is that the consideration of gifted students is 

not taken into consideration as they are not obtaining sufficient instruction within the domains of 

historical and cultural contributions of artworks and also most importantly looking at the value of art 

and the literate cross between analysis and interpretation.  (Duke, 1998)  

 

5. Evaluate the approach to the curriculum model and its appropriate context to the educational 

and contempary setting.  

We are recognised that there are different ways of presenting art based curriculum models. These 

conceptual frameworks are implemented for those who want to develop their art-making talents. 

(Silverman, 1989) Assessment is a significant part to the Discipline Based Art Education. The portfolio 

is an active way of gauging a student’s development throughout time. With the creation of folio and 

collaborative work between student and teacher within the contemporary setting allow students to 

reflect, but the models notion and progress towards sustainability is too present having a embossing 

development within the student.  Within the Choice Based approach, it fosters imagination and 

expression of ideas. “Choice Based teachers are finding a positive affect this method has on learning in 

the core curriculum.” (Incredibleart.org, 2014) The outcome of these constructive conclusions creates a 

student empowerment, encourages critical thinking and material use, and embosses life long skills 

within the students ‘personalised learning’ (Teaching for Artistic Behavior: Choice−Based Art, 2014) 
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themselves that are applicable to all areas of the curriculum.  Both curriculums are showing strengths 

of outcomes to the student as a whole, displaying the merits of motivation and satisfaction.  

 

Amid with Discipline Based Art Education improving over the years, it still is not defined as a flawless 

process or approach to arts education. Discipline Based Art Education has a huge focus on the content 

and not an adequate attention on the students on the students. Choice based learning conversely shows 

that it is student centred, notion based approach to arts education. Within the Choice-based method, 

students don’t just merely learn about art, but become the artist. With the variety of teaching methods 

used within CBAE the increased motivations and likelihood of reaching all students, increasing the 

overall formation of the student. Opposing model-teaching methods Discipline Based Art Education 

dissents this quality with the main focuses being on students receiving a rigorous study of the arts.  

Personally, the value of DBAE offers many more recompenses as an outcome of the austere structure. 

It conceals more course content, addressing the complete class with an expanding student’s knowledge 

and resulting promotion of egalitarianism amongst all. 
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